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ABSTRACT
This paper is to find out the distribution patterns and
locational factors of wholesale establishments in Honq Kong.
The locational factors of wholesale establishments are obtained
by interviewsthe distribution patterns of wholesale establish-
ments are derived from graphical method while the typology of
location is derived from canonical correlation analysis.
Twenty-three locational factors of wholesale establishments
were obtained in this research. The important factors include
agglomeration of the wholesale shops which sell the same kind
of commodity, the attraction of nther wholesale shops which sell
different kinds of commodities, rent, accessibility, personal
preference, proximity to city centre, and convenience for loading
Different kinds of wholesale establishments exhibit
different distribution pattern. The Wholesale offices are
concentrated at the central husiness district and the regional
business districts. Warehouses are concentrated at several points
along Victoria Harbour. Wholesale shops selling industrial raw
materials, fresh food, and preserved food are concentrated at
different districts separately while wholesale shops selling
construction materials, luxury goods and other manufacturing
products are scattered in the built-up areas.
In analysing the locational pattern of wholesale esta-
blishments, a typology consisting of four dimensions is irientifie
from the results of canonical correlation analysis. They are
city centre related distribution, loadi_nq-unloading related
distribution, highway and cargo loading hasin related distri-
bution and old city centre related distribution.
This research analyses the locations of wholesale
establishments in Hong Kong only. The location. of wholesale
establishments in other cities are expected to be investigated
in future.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
I. 1 Historical Background
Various definitions of wholesaling have been employed
by different researchers (Beckman 1957, Boone 1973, Stanton
1975). To some (e.g. Beckman 1957), wholesaling included all
business that was in large scale. To others (e.g. Boone 1973),
wholesaling was limited to sales to retailers for resale to
the ultimate consumer. However, most of the researchers (e.g.
Revzan 1961, Vance 1970, Stanton 1975) accepted that wholesaling
included sales of any firm to any customer except an ultimate
consumer who was buying for personal, non-business use. In
this paper, a wholesale establishment is defined as a physically
separated establishment which is engaged in wholesale activities
as advocated by Beckman (1937).
The location of wholesale activities was investigated by
researchers such as Vance (1970), Beaujen (1979), and Reseska
(1962).. Vance (1970) engaged in analysing the inter-urban
location of wholesalers while Beaujen (1979) and Reseska (1962)
engaged in intra-urban analysis.
Vance (1970) analysed the inter-urban location of whole-
salers in United States. Based on his findings, he put forward
a model about mercantile trade- the exogenous mercantile model.
In the merchant's world, long distance trade was a chief factor
in city origin. As agents of trade, the merchant wholesalers
contributed by organizing and conducting trade from points of
initiation, that is, the initial cities in the continent, to
points of attachment, that is, the points where transport
terminated in the new land.
2In the postcript of his book, Vance (197(7) described the
site of wholesaling within cities. He assumed that in every
major city, there was a traditional wholesaling district adjacent
to the core of the city. This site corresponded to the conditions
of access from the sources of supply. So the site of traditional
wholesaling district would be changed if any improvement was
made in transport technology. In large cities, there was an
office wholesaling district in the Central. Business District
(C.B.D.), a will-call delivery district at the knob of highway
system and manufacturing stocks districts adjacent to manufac-
turers.
Apart from analysing the functions of wholesalers in
marketing channels, Beckman (1937) also developed techniques to
help increase wholesale business. He contributed to the study
by pointing out that in small cities, wholesalers were located
in a single wholesale district while in 'large cities, there
might be a principal wholesale-district and a number of second-
ary clusters of wholesale establishments. However, he took for
granted factors such as customer access, transportation, types
of goods and frequency of delivery, without verifying their
relative significance in affecting the location of wholesale
activities.
Beaujen (1979) analysed the location of commerce from the
viewpoint of marketing system. Using Paris as an example, he
illustrated the intra-urban location of wholesalers. However,
he reminded the reader that his findings about the locational
pattern of wholesalers were very preliminary in nature. Five
types of localization could be identified from his study on
Paris and some other European cities.
3(1) The first type is linked with the functions of the town
centre, where offices of big national or international
wholesale husinesses are found.
(2) The second type comprises relatively smaller companies which
require convenient access to their stocks of merchandise
and space at a lower rent. They are located in the peri-
pheral district, sometimes found in the midst of zones of
economic activi ty. In the latter case, they usually exist
in groups and may have small factories where processing
or repair work may he carried out.
The third type of companies deals with bulky products. To(3)
such companies, what matters is access to a means of
communication which gives the hest transportation facilities
They are inclined to seek spacious huildings, carefully
planned and with offices or processing plants adjacent to
stockpiles, transhipment facilities and special equipment
for handling heavy and bulky goods and for turning and
parking the lorries that carry them.
(4) The fourth type consists of wholesalers specialising in a
well defined product such as cloth or wood. They occupy
decrepit premises just outside the C.B.D. in more or less
decayed parts of the old centre.
(5 The fifth type, found in some very large cities, comprises
the agglomeration of food wholesalers. This type of whole-
sale organization differs from the other four types in that
it requires a very large and varied clientele.
The intra-urban location of wholesale establishments in
Columbus, Ohio was investigated by Reseska (1962). In his study,
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the yellow pages of the telephone directory were the primary
source of information. Field work was done to confirm the
reliability of the directory and to collect information as to
the kind of business and the numbers of employees in each whole-
sale establishment. He classified wholesale establishments into
six types under four criteria: (i) other landuse associated
with the wholesale establishment, (ii) transportation available
within 1000 feet, (iii) shape of concentration of establishments
to which individual establishment belongs and (iv) straight-
line distance from centre of city. The six types of establish-
ments are as follows:
The central wholesale complex of Columbus: this area includes1.
and surrounds the city's central business district. The kinds
of business represented are those benefited by locating near
to the city centre.
The secondary wholesale complex: it flies to the N.W. of the2.
central wholesale complex. The wholesaling involved were
chiefly distributors of construction and industrial machinery,
metals, building supplies, and electronic equipment.
Wholesale strings along principal thoroughfares: the estab-3.
lishments in this type were engaged in supplying such
concerns as restaurants, hotels, etc..
Railroad-highway clusters: the establishments in this type4.
distribute products to the surrounding regions.
5. Commercial highway clusters: they distribute products of
low bulk to a small sector of the city.
6. Outlying warehouse complex: it consist of large warehouses
and petroleum bulk terminals.
It seems that although research has been undertaken on
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locational analysis of wholesaling, there has not yet been a
thorough study of the situation in Hong Kong.
1.2 Objectives of the Research
Like Reseska's research in Columbus, this research attempts
to work in a similar direction. Hong Kong, a city state with
over five million people, is large enough to have a complicated
business structure. Goods consumed in Hong Kong but manufactured
in other countries must go through local importers. There is no
way for overseas manufacturers/wholesalers to influence the
locational pattern of wholesale establishments in Hong Kong.
Landuse in Hong Kong, including landuse of wholesaling, was
investigated by Liang (1973), but the research was confined to
half of the Colony: the Kowloon Peninsula. Furthermore, "whole-
sale establishment" was not clearly defined in Liang's research.
Thus, more complete research is necessary to investigate the
locational pattern of wholesale establishments in Hong Kong.
The objectives of this research are twofold: first, to
find out the locational factors influencing the distribution
of wholesale establishments, and second, to find out the loca-
tional pattern of wholesale establishments in Hong Kong. Although
this paper is not meant to solve all the problems in locational
analysis in wholesaling, the methods and findings of the loca-
tional pattern in this paper can at least pave the way for
further research. Furthermore, the results of this research
could well help a wholesale merchant to find a better site to
run- his business, and could also provide information for urban
planning and urban renewal. It is further hoped that the case
study of Hong Kong could shed some light on urban landuse in the
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Far East. Finally, the present study of the Hong Kong case,
like Reseska's research in Columbus, may hopefully provoke
further research in the same direction so that a general model
of locational structure of wholesale establishment can be
formulated.
1.3 Organization of the Paper
In Chapter Two, the characteristics of wholesaling in
Hong Kong are described. It includes the general description of
the various marketing channels, wholesale hawkers and wholesale
establishments in Hong Kong. Research methodology of this paper
including interviews and statistical analysis will be discussed
in Chapter Three. Chapter Four describes the distribution
patterns of wholesale establishments and the locational factors
which influence their distribution. Chapter Five describes the
locational patterns derived from the results of canonical
correlation analysis. The last chapter is a conclusion which
summarizes the research findings and suggests directions for
further studies.
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CHAPTER II CHARACTERISTICS OF WHOLESALING IN HONG KONG
II.1 Hong Kong: A Brief Introduction
Hong Kong is a city state which is situated in the south
of China by the side of the Pearl River Delta (Figure 2.1). It
includes Hong Kong Island, the Kowloon Peninsula and the New
Territories. The total land area of Hong Kong is 1031 square
km. In 1980, the total population was estimated to be more than
five million( Census and Statistics Dept., H.K.). There is a
harbour, the Victoria Harbour, which is not only well sheltered
but is also deep and has a small tidal range. The main built-
up area which is defined as the geographic city( Murphy 1966)
is situated by the side of the harbour (Figure 2.2). Hong Kong
has been a British colony since 1841. With its deep and
sheltered harbour, Hong Kong became the largest entrepot in
South China. Cargoes from southern China went through Hong
Kong to South East Asia and goods from Europe and other con-
tinents were transported via the Colony to southern China and
South East Asian Countries. Hong Kong was then the gateway to
the Pearl River Basin. Following the Korean War, the United
Nations imposed a trade embargo on China, depriving Hong Kong
of much of its entrepot functions. Hence, the development of
manufacturing industries was then the other way for its
survival. Today, Hong Kong is one of the leading manufacturing
centres in South East Asia. In recent years., the resurrection
of China trade has enabled Hong Kong to play an active role in
the entrepot trade again.
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Figure 2.1 Position of Hong Kong
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11.2 The Marketing Channels in Hong Kong
Hand in hand with the development' of Hong Kong from an
unknown fishing village to an international metropolis, the
business structure in Hong Kong has become sophisticated.
However, Hong Kong's wholesalers and manufacturers manage to
meet the requirements by having fairly simple marketing channelE
made possible by the sheer smallness of Hong Kong. Goods and
information distributed and collected in Hong Kong usually go
through one of the various channels as listed in figure 2.3.
In Hong Kong, there are goods which are delivered direct
from the manufacturer to the ultimate consumer among them are
mail-ordered goods such as magazines, which occupy a signifi-
cant proportion. However, most of the goods have to go through
a middleman. These middlemen are commonly known as wholesalers
who integrate the marketing channels in a more coordinated and
efficient manner. Locally made and consumed goods may pass
through the retailer to the ultimate consumer or be directly
transferred to other manufacturers. A wholesaler does not play
a role. in these channels. Usually, these kinds of businesses
only require simple marketing procedures, an example of which
is the distribution of soft drinks.
On the other hand, many business activities in this metro-
polis, as can be expected, are conducted through wholesalers of
various kinds who are sought after by, for example, business-
men requiring many different inputs. It would be practically
impossible or economically undesirable for a manufacturer to
find out, visit, order, and inspect the different sources of
his raw materials. In this case, goods are transferred from
the producer of raw materials to the wholesaler then to the
10
Figure 2.3 Major marketing channels, commodities and
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Goods produced outside Hong Kong but consumed in Hong
Kong must pass through an importation procedure before they
go to the general wholesaler, the local wholesaler, the retailer
and finally reach the consumer. Some manufacturers in Hong
Kong directly import. raw materials from foreign manufacturers
and thus take up the role of general wholesalers by themselves.
Such manufacturers must be owners of large enterprises that
can afford to set up a buying office and order in bulk.
As for goods transhipped in Hong Kong, it is necessary
for them to go through an import/export company. The various
channels discussed above can be integrated to construct a
system of physical distribution1 as shown infigure 2.4.
In figure 2.4, goods flow from the foreign company to
the local companies and vice versa. Inside the system, there
are six elements, namely, the foreign company, the local manu-
facturer, the general wholesaler, the local wholesaler, the
retailer and the ultimate consumer. The linkages among the
elements are goods and title of possession. The ultimate
consumer is the final destination of goods. The retailer collects
goods from the general wholesaler and/or the local wholesaler
and sells them to the consumer. If the types of goods to be
collected are many, a local wholesaler will be needed between
retailer and supplier. He collects goods from the foreign
company, the general wholesaler and the manufacturer and sells
them to'the retailer. When goods are imported from a foreign
company, a general wholesaler will break up the bulk and sell
1. Physical distribution means transaction of goods.
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them to other wholesalers or retailers. A general wholesaler, at
the same time, also exports goods from Hong Kong.
The local manufacturer imports raw materials direct from
foreign company or via the general wholesaler. He also orders
raw materials from other local manufacturers and local whole-
salers. The main function of a general wholesaler is to link Hong
Kong with the rest of the world. The finished products are delivered
to foreign company through general wholesalers. The consumer
usually purchases commodities from retailer. Though the amount of
transaction may be small, the consumer, however, may directly
purchase commodities from wholesalers, manufacturer, and foreign
company. Such a system will help us to identify the locational
pattern of wholesale establishments in Hong Kong.
11.3 The Classification of Wholesalers in Hong Kong
The general wholesaler and local wholesaler are the two
categories of wholesalers classified according to their func-
tion. However, as the purpose of this research is to analyse
the location of wholesalers, they are thus classified accord-
ing to their sites instead of their functions. In this respect,
they fall into the following divisions: wholesalers who have
wholesale establishments and wholesalers who do not have whole-
sale establishments. Wholesale establishments are physically
separated establishments engaged in wholesale activities
(Beckman, 1937). The position of a wholesaler who has a whole-
sale establishment can easily be defined. In this paper, the
sites of the establishment represent the location of these
wholesalers. However, the actual sites of the wholesalers who
have no wholesale establishment are hard to pinpoint. The
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different characteristics of these two groups of wholesalers
are discussed in the next section. Following Vance (1970) and
Reseska (1962), this research is confined to analysing the
location of wholesale establishments.
11.3.1 Wholesalers without wholesale establishments
There are two sub-types of wholesalers who have no
wholesale establishments in Hong Kong: they are brokers and
wholesale hawkers. Many brokers have no wholesale establish-
ments. They maintain close liaison with their clients by means
of a radio pager. Restaurants and other businessmen's offices
are places where they discuss their business. Brokers who have
physically separate wholesale establishments are accordingly
classified as wholesalers with establishments.
The other sub-type of wholesalers with no wholesale
establishments is the wholesale hawker who is a hawker engaging
in wholesale activities. A hawker is a person who offers goods
for sale by shouting his wares in the street. The only facility
a wholesale hawker has is a large plastic bag or a piece of
cloth. They bring their merchandise to the market with the
plastic bag and display it on the ground. They gather
at a fixed place at a fixed time every day. Usually, they
gather at mid-night or early in the morning to avoid inter-
vention by the police. Their goods are usually light or
small, enabling them to travel in public transport vehicles.
In Hong Kong, there are four main clusters of wholesale
hawkers, namely, the jade wholesale market at Canton Road, the
aquarium wholesale market at Mong Kok Railway Station, the
flower wholesale market at Fa Hui Playground and the clothes
Figure 2.5 Distribution of wholesale hawkers
A: CLOTHES WHOLESALE HAWKER
B: FLOWER WHOLESALE HAWKER
C: AQUARIUM WHOLESALE HAWKER
D-r a i*' 1 ITT/''T n AT TT••rjr -n-s
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wholesale market at Sham Shui Po (Figure 2.5).
11.3.2 Wholesalers with wholesale establishments
The wholesalers with wholesale establishments take on
all the functions of wholesaler. As this research sets out to
analyse the locational pattern of wholesale establishments,
they are sub-divided according to the nature of establishments
Three sub-types of wholesale establishments are distinguished
as follows:
1. Wholesale offices: The establishments take title to the
goods but the goods are not physically handled in the same
establishment. They include offices of brokers and offices
of merchant wholesalers. Wholesalers manage their business
in the establishments but the goods are stored in warehouses.
Some of the wholesale offices manage single-type merchandise,
but most of them are engaged in multi-merchandise trade.
2. Warehouses: These establishments physically handle goods
but do not take title to the goods. They are public ware-
houses. They handle goods in the establishments but the
owners of the-establishments do not have the authority to
sell the goods.
3. Wholesale shops: These establishments take title and
physically handle goods in the same establishments. They
manage their business, display the merchandise, and store
the goods at the same place. Usually wholesale shops are
single-type merchandise. They are further sub-divided into
.57 sub-types according to the merchandise they sell (appendix
I). Most of the wholesale shops break up bulks from import/
export companies. They order goods from general wholsalers
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and sell them to retailers and ultimate consumers. So in
some ways, they function like local wholesalers. Some of
them engage in both wholesale activities and retail
activities. Customers visit the wholesale shop, pick out
the goods they-want, pay immediately in cash, and usually
take the goods away at the same time. However it must be
mentioned that wholesale shops usually provide delivery
service when the quantity. of goods sold is large. Some whole-
sale shops are full-functioned wholesalers. They import
merchandise by themselves but, at the same time, they also
break up bulks from other wholesalers to widen their range
of commodities. A typical wholesale shop is likely to be
located at an old fashioned building (Figure 2.6 a,b). The
ground floor of the building is used to display the merchan-
dise and to manage the business while the first and the
second floor of the building are used for storage purpose.
Usually, the top floor of the building is reserved for the
home of the wholesaler who, therefore, has the operational
advantage-of running, storing and living under the same reef.
These three types of wholesale establishments have
different characteristics. In the following chapters, the
locational factors and distribution patternsof these three
types of wholesale establishments are analysed separately.
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CHAPTER III RESEARCH DESIGN
According to the operational definition of wholesaling
as mentioned in Chapter I, a person would be considered as a
wholesaler if he is engaged in both wholesale and retail acti-
vities and earns more than half of his total income from whole-
sale activity (Rosenberg 1972). This research consists of two
phases. The first phase was data collection which involved data
manipulation, design of questionnaires and field work. The second
phase was data analysis in which the distribution and locational.
factors of wholesale establishments were examined via graphical
and statistical methods respectively.
III.1 Data Manipulation
The raw data in this paper were obtained from the Census
and Statistics Department, the Hong Kong Government, containing
the kind of merchandise sold, the name and the address of the
company. As mentioned earlier, the definition of wholesaling
employed in this thesis is not the same as that employed by the
Census and Statistics Department. Some errors were detected in
the statistics. For example, quite a number of addresses given
by the department were only home addresses of the wholesalers.
In addition, some wholesale establishments in the data set were
not physically separated from their manufacturing departments.
This being the case, a field check on the validity of the given
data was felt to be necessary. The objective of this field check
was -to examine the nature of the establishments in the given
data to see whether they could fit in with the operational
definition. The results of the field checking created a new
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file which contained the wholesale establishments falling into
the operational definition. In order to differentiate this
file from the data supplied by the Census and Statistics
Department, this file is named the Checked Data File hereafter.
111.2 Design of Questionnaire
A sample of 340 wholesale establishments was drawn from
the Checked Data File. Questionnaires were sent to these sample
establishments to find out the factors affecting their location
In order to increase the rate of response, personal interviews
were conducted whenever possible. The questionnaire consisted
of two parts: part one deals with the name, the merchandise,
the key block number and the address of the establishment part
two aims at finding out the class of wholesalers, their market
size, the length of time they have been engaged in wholesaling,
and the factors which influence their choice of site (appendix
III).
Question one in part two set out to examine the relation-
ships between types of wholesalers and locational factors, as
different kinds of wholesalers may probably have different
determinants. Question two which asked about the market size
of the establishment was designed to find out the relationship
between the market size and the location of the establishment.
If most of the establishments answered the same size, they
were known as having low correlation. The third question asked
about the time when the owner started his establishment. The
locational factors which influenced the site of an establish-
ment in the past may have now disappeared. However, they are
still of value for the present analvsis_ The last ntiPSt nn
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was designed to find out the factors affecting the location of
wholesale establishments. In the pilot study, most of the whole-
salers provided only two to three locational factors. So in
interviews, each respondent was asked to provide three most
important locational factors and to list them in their order of
priority.
111.3 Sampling Method
Due to the fact that there are more than eight thousand
wholesale establishments in Hong Kong, samples had to be drawn.
As mentioned earlier, this paper divides the wholesale establish-
ment into three types: wholesale offices, warehouses and whole-
sale shops. The location of warehouses is restricted by the
Hong Kong Government to wharves or industrial districts. Thus
it is unnecessary to find out the locational factors of ware-
houses in this research. Wholesale offices are concentrated at
the Central District (appendix IV).which is recognized as the
central business district in Hong Kong (Figure 4.2). The
locational pattern of offices in Hong Kong is the same as that
of the western cities (Pannell 1976), they are clustered at
the C.B.D. The locational factors of offices have been investi-
gated by many researchers (E.I.U. 1964, Daniels 1975, Goddard
1975). As the locational pattern of offices in Hong Kong is
the same as that of western urban centres, the locational
factors, such as contact with internal departments and external
organizations, communication with the rest of the world, tradi-
tion, prestige, supply of staff, rental cost, and proximity to
factories and warehouses,'provided by the above researchers can
be considered as relevant in determining the location of offices
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in Hong Kong. However, if these locational factors are not
significantly correlated at the 0.001 significance level with
the distribution of wholesale offices in Hong Kong in statis-
tical analysis, they will not be accepted in this research. The
results of the statistical analysis were described in Chapter
V. Consequently, interviews were conducted at wholesale shops
only.
The theoretical sample size is 170 establishments and it
is found by using the formula provided by Cochran (1953). The
size of each type of wholesale shop (stratum) is listed in
figure 3.1. Before the interviews, a pilot study was undertaken.
The response rate in the pilot study was found to be approxi-
mately 505%. In order to get enough responses, the number of
interviews conducted had to be twice the theoretical sample size
Hence, the sample size of this research consisted of 340 esta-
blishments. Unfortunately, some types of wholesale shops, for
example, wholesale shops selling rice, poultry, and coffee, did
not respond. In order to obtain higher responses, the size of
interviews was then increased from 340 establishments to 374
establishments. Each type of wholesale shop is a stratum.
Stratified random sampling method was employed to select 374
establishments from the population.
The city of Hong Kong was divided into 21 districts
(appendix II). Hereafter, the term city denotes the city proper
only, that is Kowloon Area, New Kowloon Area, and Hong Kong
Area except Mid-level, Peak, Aberdeen, and the South District.
(appendix IV). The sites of the sample establishment are plotted
in figure 3.2. Three interviewers were employed in this research,
each working independently. Each interviewer was assigned six
22
FIGURE 3.1 TABLE OF SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION
TYPE OF WHOLESALE TOTAL THEORETICAL SIZE OF SIZE OF
SHOP SIZE SAMPLE SIZE RESPONSEINTERVIEW
building materials 380 21 42 31
hardware 237 13 26 16
waste collector 83 5 10 9
chemicals 143 8 16 15
503 20 40 20yarn and piece good
tailoring accessories 130 7 14 14
cork 4 0 0 0
rubber 1 0 0 0
rattan 16 2 6 6
37 2 4 4paper
beads 3 0 0 0
3 0 0 0optical glass
other raw materials 38 3 6 2
vegetable 84 5 10 10
fish 40 3 6 5
egg 54 3 6 6
fruit 278 15 30 16
12 1 9 0poultry
fish ball 6 0 0 0
beef ball 2 0 0 0
rice 45 3 29
sugar and flour 25 2 4 4
preserved vegetable 17 2 4 4
117 7 14 12dried sea products
nuts and dried beans 30 2 4 4
dried meat 14 1 3 3
25 2 4 2canned goods
frozen meat 14 1 5 1
fodder 7 1 23
tea 24 2 4 4
coffee 8 1 8 0
salt 6 1 3 2
sauce 10 1 3 2
spices 5 0 0 0
( to be continued)
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FIGURE 3. 1 (CONTINUED)
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Figure 3.2 Distribution of sample establishments
Par nf1T REPRESENTS ONE SAMPLE ESTABLISHMENT
3 KM210
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to nine districts. They made appointments with the owners or
managers of the establishments by telephone. In order to save
time, establishments located at the same district were arranged
to be visited on the same day if possible. About 25 establish-
ments were arranged to be visited in one day by each inter-
viewer. Questionnaires were mailed to those establishments
which could not be contacted by telephone.
111.4 Analytical Methods
In this paper, two methods were employed to analyse and
to present the data. They are the descriptive method and the
canonical correlation method.
The descriptive method was used to describe the distri-
bution of wholesale establishments and the results of the inter-
views. The distribution pattern of the three types of wholesale
establishments are discussed separately. Among the three, whole-
sale shops were most varied in nature and were subdivided into
57 sub-types. As they have different distribution patterns,
they were described in greater detail. General locational factors
common to all wholesale establishments were also discussed.
Concerning the particular locational factors of each of the
three types of establishments, they were described in greater
length.
In order to find out the associations of the wholesale
establishments and the locational factors, canonical correla-
tion analysis was employed. The set of wholesale establishments
in each block is formulated as the criteria variables set. On
the other hand, the predictor variables set consists of selected
locational factors. (see Chapter IV for a detailed description)
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To facilitate the interpretation, structure matrix (Levine
1977), derived from the canonical weight matrix, is employed
as the basis for evaluation. A typology of locational pattern
of wholesale establishments is then proposed.
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CHAPTER IV DISTRIBUTION PATTERN AND LOCATIONAL
FACTORS OF WHOLESALE ESTABLISHMENT
In this chapter, the distribution patterns of wholesale
establishments will be described first, followed by the results
of the interviews.
TU.1 Distribution Patterns of Wholesale Establishments
Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of wholesale establish-
ments in Hong Kong. As shown on the map, most of the wholesale
establishments are situated on the western side of the city.
On Hong Kong Island, most of the establishments are concentrated
in Central District. But the distribution of wholesale establisf
ments on the Kowloon Peninsula is not as simple as that on
Hong Kong Island. Clusters of wholesale establishments are
recorded with more than one district. They are distributed
from north to south along the main thoroughfare, forming
knobs by itsside. In order to identify their distribution
pattern in detail, wholesale establishments were divided by
types (wholesale offices, warehouses and wholesale shops).
Their distributions will be described separately. The
distribution of wholesale offices and warehouses is portrayed
in Figure 4.2 and the distribution of wholesale shops is
portrayed in Figure 4.3.
Most of the wholesale offices are in the Central District
and Tsim Sha Tsui. Some of them are found in Mong Kok and
Causeway Bay while the rest are scattered in the built-up
areas. In other words, they are concentrated at the C.B.D.
and the regional business districts. Such a pattern is
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similar to that in most western cities (Pannell 1976). Ware-
houses are concentrated at several points along the Victoria
Harbour. Such a distribution is reasonahle, because it makes
loading and unloading convenient. Wholesale shops, on the
other hand, are mostly concentrated at two regions, the
Western District and Sham Shui Po. The rest are found as
knobs or are scattered in the built-up areas.
Wholesale shops are further subdivided into 57 sub-types
according to the merchandise they sell. Five maps are used to
show the distribution of these sub-types of wholesale shops.
The first map (Figure 4.4) consists of waste collectors and
wholesale shops selling construction materials. They are
scattered all over the built-up areas. The second map (Figure
4.5) consists of all the wholesale shops selling industrial raw
materials. Most of them are concentrated at the Sham Shui Po
District. Some of them are concentrated at the Western District
The others are scattered in the city. In Sham Shui Po and the
Western District, the industrial raw materials wholesale shops
include wholesale shops selling chemicals, yarn and piece goods,
tailoring accessories, and rattan. The other industrial raw
.materials wholesale shops are scattered inside the built-up
areas. The third map (Figure 4.6) shows the distribution of
wholesale shops selling fresh food and luxury goods. These
shops are concentrated on several spots inside the city. Whole-
sale shops selling vegetables and fish are concentrated at
vegetable and fish wholesale markets. Wholesale shops selling
eggs, fruits, and poultry are concentrated at their special
wholesale markets respectively. Wholesale shops involving in
luxury goods businesses are scattered except the jewellery
29Fioure 4. 1 Distribution of whnlesale establishments
30Figure 4.2 Distribution of wholesale offices and warehouses
ONE WAREHOUSE0 1 a
-2 KM TEN WHOLESALEOFFICES
ONE WHOLESALEOFFICE
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Fioure 4.3 Distribution of wholesale shops
0 1 E ONE WHOLESALESHOPKM
TEN WHOLESALESHOPS
32Figure 4.4 Distribution of construction materials wholesale shops and waste collectors
EACH DOT REPRESENTS ONE WHOLESALE SHOP SELLING CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
EACH SQUARE REPRESENTS ONE WASTE COLLECTOR
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Fioure 4.5 Distribution of industrial raw materials
wholesale shoos
EACH DOT REPRESENTS ONE UIHOLESALE SHOP10 3 KM10 SELLING INDUSTRIAL RAW MATERIALS
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Figure 4.6 DISTRIBUTION OF FRESH FOOD WHOLESALE SHOPS AND LUXURY GOODS WHOLESALE SHOPS
1: FISH AND VEGETABLE WHOLESALE MARKET
2: POULTRY WHOLESALE MARKET
ONE WHOLESALE SHOP OF FRESH FOOD3: FRUIT WHOLESALE MARKET 3 KM210 ONE WHOLESALE SHOP OF LUXUARY GOODS
4: EGGS WHOLESALE MARKET
35Finure 4.7 Distribution of preserved food wholesale shops
EACH DOT REPRESENTS ONE WHOLESALE SHOP1 2 KM0
SELLING PRESERVED FOOD
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Figure 4.8 Distribution of other manufacturing products wholesale shops
EACH DOT REPRESENTS ONE WHOLESALE SHOP
SELLING OTHER MANUFACTURING PRODUCTS
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wholesale shops which are concentrated at the jade wholesale
market (key block number J67, J75, J83). The fourth map (Fig.
4.7) shows the distribution of wholesale shops selling
preserved food. Most of them are concentrated at the Western
District, others, mostly wholesale shops selling edible oil
and frozen meat, are scattered inside the built up areas. The
fifth map (Figure 4.8) consists of wholesale shops involving
other kinds of manufacturing. Among them, the shops of wearing
apparel and stationery are concentrated at Sham Shui Po and the
Western District. The rest are scattered through out the built
up areas.
To sum up, the wholesale shops dealing with industrial
raw materials, fresh food, preserved food, wearing apparel,
and stationery are concentrated at the Western District, Sham
shui Po or the city fringe. The wholesale shops selling con-
struction materials and luxury goods are scattered through
out the built up areas. The reasons for such a pattern of
distribution are discussed in the next section.
IV.2 Findings of Interviews
As mentioned in chapter III, the size of interview was
increased from 340 establishments to 374 establishments. Even
so, the rates of response of wholesale shops selling coffee,
poultry and rice were less than the required size (Figure 3.2).
The total size of respondents was 252 establishments. The rate
of response was 67%. Of these 252 establishments, 15 are general
wholesalers, 93 are regional wholesalers, 37 are local whole-
salers, and 106 establishments purchase merchandise from
manufacturers and from other general wholesalers. They serve
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the functions of both the general wholesaler and the regional
wholesaler. Most of the samples, 173 establishments (68%) have
their customers in both Hong Kong Island and the Kowloon
Peninsula. They are wholesale shops selling industrial raw
materials, preserved food, jewellery and wearing apparel. The
market of 23 establishments (9%) is confined to the Kowloon
Peninsula. The market of 18 establishments (7%) is confined to
Hong Kong Island. The establishments which provide services
to half of the city are wholesale shops selling fresh food,
construction materials, edible oil, and tobacco. Owners of 38
establishments (15%) do not know their market size. They are
mostly wholesale shops selling luxury goods and other manufac-
turing products (Figure 4.9). It appears that the market of
most of the wholesale establishments includes the whole city.
Based on the information in the interviews, there is little
relation between the intra-urban location of wholesale estab-
lishments and market size.
IV.2.1:-:General Locational Factors of Wholesale Establishments
From the interviews, 23 locational factors could be
identified (Figure 4.10). Among them, agglomeration of wholesale
shops which sell the same type of commodity was preferred by
most wholesalers. More than half of the wholesalers (55%)
considered agglomeration of the same type of wholesale shop as
the primary factor which influenced their distribution. Agglo-
meration causes competition and merchandise comparison. In
wholesaling activities, based on the above analysis, the market
is of the same size regardless of the intra-urban location of
a wholesale establishment. The degree of competition is the
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Hong Kong Island 18 7%
Unknown 15%38
Figure 4.10 General locational factors of wholesale shops
`frequency of priorityLOCATIONAL FACTORS
]TOTAL1 st 2 nd 13 rd
agglomeration of the same type of
44 140888
wholesale shop
cheap rent 499 1030
customer access 9 9 4527
6189 33personal perference
attraction of wholesale shops selling
6 17 285
different types of commodities
9proximity to city centre 11 255
inertia 10 25213
convenience for loading 2414 73
I4random choice 16 21
141restriction of merchant association 10 3
supplier access 1358
13211government's restriction
11 10kinship relation 8
temperate choice 4 95
historical factor 7 7
familiar with neighbours 2 3 5
attraction of wholesale hawkers 413
close to home of wholesaler 21 3
familiar with land owner 2 2
proximity to warehouses 22
proximity to water-front 2 2
2zclose.to old shop
1 1availiability of open space
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS 237 185 47755
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same no matter where a wholesale establishment is situated.
In other words, of wholesale establishments agglomerate at the
same district, the pressure of competition does not change, but
customers can save time if they want to visit these establish-
ments. Thus establishments which agglomerate at a centralised
place can attract more customers. Furthermore, wholesalers can
manage to stock goods in large quantity. With the limitation of
capital, they cannot stock goods of different styles in large
quantities. For example, a herb wholesaler cannot stock all
types of Chinese medicinal herbs in large quantities. There-
fore, most of the wholesale establishments specialize in a few
varieties only. This phenomenon is manifested in wholesale shops
where management and storage are operated at the same place.
If a wholesale shop is situated near the C.B.D., it could give
the wholesaler more convenience for his operation. On the
other hand, rent increases towards the C.B.D. Under the influence
of rent', the size of a wholesale shop cannot be as large as a
warehouse. With limited area to store large quantities of goons,
and with limited capital, a better method to run a business is
perhaps to decrease the variety of goods. Under such circums-
tances, the agglomeration of wholesale establishments gives more
advantages than disadvantages. To some local wholesale establish-
ments whose market is only a part of the city, it would give
more disadvantages than advantages if they agglomerate in a
small area. Tobacco companies belong to this type. Most of
the wholesale shops dealing with.tobacco business are local whole-
salers. Their market is a local market. They have to operate
under strong competition if they are located together.
The second locational factor is rent, out of the 252
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establishments, 49 of them (20%) selected rent as the chief
locational factor. Wholesalers would like to select a place
where the rent is low. If they have to move to a place where
rent is high, they expect compensation in some form such as an
increase in sales. To some wholesale establishments, communi-
cation and prestige is more important then rent. They therefore
preferred to stay in the C.B.D. But some wholesaling business
such as warehouses which require large space would prefer the
fringe of the built-up areas.
The third locational factor is accessibility. The customers
of wholesale establishments include retailers, manufacturers,
and other wholesalers who may come from different parts of the
city. For-this reason, accessibility means access to different
places, which may be the C.B.D., industrial districts, or whole-
sale districts. Accessibility could attract more customers and
could reduce the costs of friction (Alonso 1964). The establish-
ments which selected accessibility as a locational factor include
wholesale shops selling construction materials, tobacco and to a
lesser extent, preserved food.
The factor of personal preference was selected by 33
wholesalers among the 252 being interviewed (13%). It was
selected by many different types of wholesale shops with no
special concentration. This factor reflects that some whole-
salers are not fully rational. They select a site by their
personal preference, not by economic or commercial consider-
ations.
The attraction of different types of wholesale shops is
another important factor which influences the choice of site
for a wholesale establishment. If two complementary wholesale
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shops selling different types of goods have the same kind of
customers, they would benefit each other by locating together.
For example, the customers of piece goods wholesale shops and
tailoring accessories wholesale shops are both garment manufac-
turers, so they attract each other in the choice of sites.
Some locational factors may be peculiar to developing
countries only. They include attraction of wholesale hawkers,
kinship relation and familiar neighbours. Wholesale hawkers
are a special phenomenon in Hong Kong. They gather at given places
within the city. Some wholesale establishments, such as whole-
sale shops selling wearing apparel and jewellery, are attracted
by these hawkers and thus gather at the same places.
Kinship relation is another phenomenon in Hong Kong.
There is a street (key block number Q59, Q6D) in the Central
District where chemical wholesale shops are concentrated.
During the interviews with the wholesalers in that street, it was
found that they were mostly immigrants from Mainland China. A
member of the family came first and started a chemical whole-
sale shop in that street. Later, a second one came and opened
another chemical wholesale shop at the same spot. Then the
third, the fourth, etc.. By virtue of kinship relations, a new-
comer can manage his business successfully. In order to get
assistance from their relatives conveniently, they set up their
shops close to their relatives'. In this research, there were
totally ten wholesalers who selected the kinship factor.
There are some factors which confuse the locational
analysis in this research. They are factors of inertia and
temporary choice. The factor of inertia includes all the factors
which appeared at the time when a wholesaler started business
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but have disappeared today, for example, wharf facilities. The
influence of a locational factor which encourages the development
of a wholesale establishment has disappeared but the establish-
ment goes on at the original site. The influence of that
factor may be substituted by others, for example, agglomeration
effect substituting proximity to wharf. Perhaps the reluctance
to bring about changes makes them stay where they are. The
case of temporary choice may happen when a wholesaler is eager
to start his business but cannot find a suitable place and
just chooses a temporary site to run the business. In the
near future, they may possibly move to a better site. Since
these two factors are subject to more frequent changes, they
cannot be used as criteria to divide locational pattern, yet
they can be taken as references.
If a man receives a wholesale establishment from his
father or grandfather and use the same site which was selected
by his father or grandfather to continue the husiness, it is
considered as historical factor. In Hong Kong, historical factor
does not occur frequently. Finally, it must be mentioned that
the other locational factors are selected by a few wholesalers
only.
In the interview, each wholesaler was expected to provide
three most important locational factors and to list them in
order of priority. If locational factors are considered from
the priority of selection, agglomeration of the same type of
wholesale shops and accessibility are the two most important
factors. These two factors were selected by nearly half of the
wholesalers (52%) as most important. The factors of rent,
personal preference, convenience for loading and unloading and
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attraction of other wholesale shops which sell different types of
goods have high occurrence as the second most important factors.
Accessibility and agglomeration are ways to attract customers.
More than half of the wholesalers (52%) in selecting the site of
an establishment consider the requirements of customers first.
The factors which can reduce cost are considered as the second
factor. Many wholesalers (17%) who select other factors as
the most important put agglomeration of the same type of whole-
sale shops as the second factor. The frequency of occurrence
of agglomeration of the same type of wholesale shop as the
second most important factor was G.4 (17%), which was the highest
frequency in all of the second factor. This phenomenon suggests
that these wholesalers recognize the importance of agglomeration,
but there are other locational factors which are more important
than agglomeration in their business, for example, government
limitation, arrangrient of merchant association, etc. Some
locational factors are important only to some wholesale businesses
In order to realise the special factors which influence the site
of some kinds of wholesale establishment, the locational factors
by the type of wholesale establishment will be examined in the
next section.
IV.2.2. Locational Factors Peculiar to Varying Wholesale Establish
ments
As mentioned above, wholesale establishments were divided
into three types in this research namely, wholesale offices,
warehouses and wholesale shops. The location of offices were
simply divided into two, the offices in the C.O.D. and the offices
in the outer city (E.I.U. 1964). The locational factors of offices
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inside the C.B.D. include contact with internal departments
and external organizations, communication with the rest of the
world, supply of staff, tradition and prestige. The locational
factors of office in the outer city include cheap rent and
proximity to factories and warehouses (E.I.U. 1964, Haig 1927).
The offices mentioned by E.I.U. included offices which engaged in
different kinds of business. Except for a few service offices
such as offices of lawyers, most of them belonged to the group
of wholesale offices. So the locational factors of offices
were treated as locational factors of wholesale offices if they
were significant in statistical analysis. The location of ware-
houses was restricted by the government to be situated at wharves
or industrial areas. Cheap rent, convenience for loading and
easy transportation were the locational factors for warehouses
(Chorafas 1974). But the locational factors for wholesale shops
were quite complicated. Wholesale shops selling building materials
require large space to store their goods, hut as jewellery whole-
sale shops only require a small place, they have totally different
locational factors. The important locational factors of whole-
sale shops are listed in figure 4.11 a,b,c.
The construction materials wholesale shops consist of
building materials shops and hardware shops. The important
locational factors of construction materials wholesale shops
include customer access and cheap rent. A large construction
company requires large quantities of building materials. These
materials are ordered from the wholesale offices, but are
transported from the warehouses. Construction materials whole-
sale shops mainly provide service to decorators and repair
workers. If a repair worker finds that he requires a short
Figure 4.11 a, TEN MOST IMPORTANT LOCATIONAL FACTORS IN ORDER OF 1 PRIORITY
RANDOM NEAR CITYLIMITATION OF KINSHIPAGGREMENT OFINERTIACHEAP CUSTOMER AGGLOMERATION OF PERSONAL RELATION CHOICE CENTREMERCHANT ASSO. GOVERNMENTPREFERENCETTHE SAME SHOPACCESSRENT
3
3BUILDING MATERIALS 31 3
12HARDWARE 102
15101CHEMICALS 1





1TAILORING ACCESSOR 62 2





CANNED GOODS 1 1
36EGGS 4
SUGAR AND FLOUR 5
TEA 3
2RICE
1SEA PRODUCT, DRIED 1 8
MEAT, DRIED 1
NUTS AND DRIED BEANS 13
SAUCES 1 1







VEGETABLE, FRESH 3 7
FRUIT 2 19 3





TOTAL 9 27 86 9 14 1611 8 8
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Figure 4.11 b, TEN MOST IMPORTANT LOCATIONAL FACTORS IN ORDER OF 2nd PRIORITY
TEMPORARY INERTIA CONVENIENCE NEARNEAR CITY PERSONALCHEAP CUSTOMER AGGLOMERATION OF ATTRACTION OF
RENT DIFFERENT SHOPS CENTRE PREFERENCE CHOICETHE SAME SHOPACCESS FOR LOADING WHARF
1BUILDING MATERIALS 19 z 3 I3
HARDWARES. 11 13 I 3
CHEMICALS 1 5 13 1 1 2




TAILORING ACCESSOR. 2 3 1 1





EGGS 2 9 I 2
SUGAR-.AND FLOUR 3 1
TEA 1 1
SEA PRODUCTS,DRIED 3 1 1 2
MEAT, .DRIED 1 1
NUTS AND DRIED BEANS 1 1
SAUCES 2
CHINESE MEDIC. HERB 1 1 3 3 1





1 1 1JEWELLERY 2
VEGETABLE,FRESH 6




TOTAL 128 9 44 17 11 15
4 16 14 14
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CHEAP CUSTOMER AGGLOMERATION OF ATTRACTION OF PERSONAL SUPPLIER NEAR CITY INERTIA CONVENIENCE RANDOM
RENT ACCESS THE SAME SHOP DIFFERENT SHOPS PREFERENCE ACCESS CENTRE FOR LOADING CHOICE
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pipe for a water supply system, he will get the pipe from the
nearest shop in order to save time. Such a reason makes con-
struction wholesale shops scatter throughout the city. Besides,
construction wholesale shops require a lot of space to store
goods. Consequently, it stands to reason that cheap rent is a
positive factor.
Preserved food wholesale shops sell commodities such as
groceries, edible oil, sauces, spices, sugar and flour, rice,
fodder, canned goods, dried sea products, nuts and dried beans,
preserved vegetables, dried meats, frozen meats, salt, Chinese
medicinal herbs, tea, coffee, and confectioneries and biscuits.
To most of them, agglomeration of the same type of wholesale
shops' and attraction-of different types of wholesale shops are
important locational factors. As mentioned above, they do not
have enough capital to stock every variety in large quantity. So
agglomeration gives them a lot of advantages as some of the
preserved food wholesale shops have the same target customer,
i.e. the grocery retailers. If they concentrate on a small region,
they can obviously attract more customers. So attraction of
different types of wholesale shop is another important locational
factors to them.
Fresh food wholesale shops include wholesale shops selling
vegetables, fish, eggs, fruits, poultry, fish balls and beef balls.
In order to maintain the freshness of the food, fast transportation
service, supplier access, or customer access are required. But in
this research, it was found that most of the vegetable wholesalers
and-fish wholesalers answered'that their sites were determined by
the government. There are three vegetable and fish wholesale markets
in the built-up areas. They are situated near the fringe of the
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built-up areas (Figure 4.6), where transportation is convenient.
They do not have ready access to their clients but certainly
they are near to their suppliers who transport vegetables and
fish from the rural areas. Egg wholesale shops are crowded into
a few blocks (Figure 4.6). The egg wholesale market on Hong
Kong Island is a traditional market, but the site of egg whole-
sale market on the Kowloon Peninsula is determined by the Egg
Wholesale Merchant Association. During an interview with the
secretary of the association, it was found that they wanted -to
group egg wholesale shops in a small area to serve the Kowloon
Peninsula. But it was difficult to find a place to contain all
of the egg wholesale shops where transportation was convenient.
An estate developer had expressed his willingness to provide
them with a new building at a cheap price. This building was
convenient for loading and unloading, but it was not easily
accessible to customers and suppliers. Nevertheless, they
bought that building and used it as egg wholesale market
(Figure 4.6).
There are two fruit wholesale markets and two poultry
wholesale markets in Hong Kong (Figure 4.6). The two fruit
wholesale markets are traditional markets. One of them is
situated by the side of the C.B.D., which is inconvenient for
loading and unloading but is readily accessible to customers.
Another fruit wholesale market situated on the Kowloon Peninsula
is convenient for loading and is also accessible to customers.
Most of the fruit wholesalers (81%) selected the historical
factors in answering the question about locational factor.
The two poultry wholesale markets are situated near the fringe
of the built-up areas. The one on Hong Kong Island is a
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traditional market the other, which is situated on the Kowloon
Peninsula, is a government planned market. Unfortunately, all
of the sampled poultry wholesalers refused to he interviewed,
so their locational factors.are unknown.
Wholesale shops selling industrial. raw materials consist
of wholesale shops selling chemicals, paper, rattan rubber,
cork, yarn and piece goods, tailoring accessories, optical
glass and other industrial raw materials. Most of the industrial
raw materials wholesale shops chose agglomeration of the same
kind of wholesale shops as the major locational factor. Other
minor factors included cheap rent, convenience for loading, and
proximity to city centre. Thus the distribution of industrial
raw materials wholesale shops reveals a concentrating pattern.
Other manufacturing product wholesale shops include
wholesale shops selling wearing apparel, plastic goods, station-
ery, toys, cutlery, paints, porcelain ware, religious articles,
fertilizer, fishing tackle, sports equipment, and miscellaneous.
They selected different locational factors and no simple loca-
tional factor governed the distribution of manufacturing product
wholesale shops.
Luxury goods wholesale shops include wholesale shops
selling tobacco, wine, jewellery, cosmetics, and art and antiques.
All jewellery wholesale shops selected agglomeration of the
same type of shop as the main locational factors and they are
concentrated in a small area at the jade wholesale market (Fig.
2.5). The others chose customer access, historical reasons,
and rent as the main locational factors. Finally, waste
collectors said that supplier access and cheap rent were the
most important factors which influence their sites.
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These locational factors are provided by the wholesalers
during the interviews and other researchers (E.I.U. 1964,
Haig 1927, Chorafac 1974). However, wholesaler's personal
bias was unavoidable. In the next chapter, a more rigorous,
scientific method will be employed to test the statistical
significance of the associations between the types of whole-
sale establishments and the locational factors.
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CHAPTER U LOCATIONAL PATTERNS OF WHOLESALE
ESTABLISHMENTS IN HONG KONG
As mentioned in Chapter III, 23 locational factors could
be identified from the results of the interviews. This chapter
discusses how locational factors were selected for statistical
analysis, and how locational factors were converted to statisti-
cal variables. Then the results of canonical correlation
analysis will be interpreted.
V.1 Locational Factors Employed in Canonical Correlation
Analysis
All in all, there were 30 locational factors influencing
the location of wholesale establishments. Twenty-three of them
were obtained from the interviews while the others were employed
from those provided by other researchers' (E.I.U. 1964, Haig
1927). Eleven of them can be expressed by numerical values
they are





5. proximity to city centre
6. contact with internal departments and external organizations
7. communication with the rest of the world





These eleven locational factors appeared in about 42/0
of all responses, suggesting that they could be used as criteria
for identifying typology of location.
In statistical analysis, the number of each sub-type of
wholesale establishment in a block denotes the degree of
attraction the attraction of other wholesale shops which
sell different kinds of commodities. If two types of wholesale
shops appear at the same time and if they are found to be
significant at the 0.001 level of significance from the
correlation analysis, then it implies that they attract each
other. The correlation coefficient between these two types of
wholesale shops denotes the degree of attraction. There were
totally 60 sub-types of wholesale establishments (appendix I).
Thus, there are 60 variables, with each denoting one sub-type
of wholesale establishment.
Seven other variables are used to denote the ten
remaining locational factors (Figure 5.1). They are distance
from city centre, distance from the nearest regional business
district, distance from the nearest industrial district, rent,
distance from the nearest cargo loading basin/wharf, distance
from the entry of the nearest highway, and size of parking
space.
Distance from city centre is measured by the linear dis-
tance between the geometric centre of a block and the point of
highest land value in Hong Kong. This variable represents
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Figure 5.1 Converting table of locational factors and
locational variables
LOCATIONAL VARIABLES LOCATIONAL FACTORS
distance from city centre close to city centre
customer access
supplier access
contact with internal dept.
and external organizations
communication with the rest
of the world
distance from the nearest customer access
regional business district





rnniipni pnr-p fnr 1 nariinnsize of parking space
distance from the entry of
convenience for loading
the nearest highway




proximity to city centre, contact with internal departments and
external organizations, communication with the rest of the
world and accessibility.
Distance from the nearest regional business district is
measured by the linear distance between the geometric centre
of a block and the point of the highest land value in the
nearest regional business district. This variable represents
the locational factor of accessibility. The customers of whole-
sale establishment include the retailer, the manufacturer, and
other wholesaler, so the factor of accessibility means access
to these different sectors. Besides the C.B.D., the regional
business district is another district which is crowded with
retailers. So the distances both from the C.B.D. and the
regional business district are used as measures of accessibility.
Distance from the nearest industrial district is measured
by the linear distance between the geometric centre of a block
and the geometric centre of the nearest industrial district.
This variable is used to represent proximity to factories,
proximity to warehouses, and accessibility. As mentioned in the
last paraqraph, the manufacturer is both the supplier and the
customer of a wholesale establishment. So access to manufac-
tural district denotes accessibility as well. Warehouses are
located at industrial districts or wharves, so the locational
factor of proximity to warehouses can be measured by the distance
from industrial. districts and wharves.
Rental charge is calculated by the average rent of business
landuse in a block. Such payments are obtained by telephone
interviews. Estimation, obtained by averaging the payments of
the near by blocks, made for the blocks where no response. can
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be obtained.
Distance from the nearest cargo loading basin/wharf is
measured by the linear distance between the geometric centre
of a block and the nearest wharf or cargo loading basin. This
variable represents convenience for loading,proximity to
waterfront and proximity to warehouses.As mentioned above,
we ehouses are situated at industrial districts or wharves.
Thus the distance from wharf/cargo loading basin represents
proximity to warehouses.
Distance from the nearest highway is measured by the
linear distance from the geometric centre of a block to the
entry of the nearest highway. This variable represents the
locational factor of convenience for loading.
Size of parking space is measured by the area in a block
where parking is available. This variable represents convenience
for loading too.
To conclude, there are two sets of variables. The first
set consists of 60 variables which are the 60 sub-types of
wholesale establishments. The second set consists of seven
variables: distance from city centre, distance from the nearest
regional business district, distance from the nearest industrial
district, rent, distance from the nearest cargo loading basin/
wharf, distance from the entry of the nearest highway and size
of parking space. The former is designated as the criteria
variables set while the latter as the predictor variables set.
U.2 A Typology of Location Derived from Canonical Correlation
Analysis Results
Fig-5.2 lists some basic statistics of canonical correlation
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Figure 5.2 Some Basic Statistics of Canonical Correlation
NUMBER EIGENVALUE CANONICAL SIGNIFICANCE
CORRELATION
1 0.44871 0.66 0.000
2 0.37 0.61 0.000
3 0.21 0.46 0..000
4 0.13 0.36 0.001
5 0.10 0.31 0.093
6 0.08 0.29 0.374
7 0.06 0.25 0.720
59FIGURE 5.3 Structure matrix of canonical variates
VARIABLE
-0.20*building materials 0.12*0.02 0.11
-0.21 -0.05hardware 0.04 0.30*
-0.16chemicals 0.08 0.32 0.04
-0.03 -0.06waste collector 0.14* 0.24*
-0.04 -0.070.14* 0.10gorceries
-0.05-0.02 -0.07tobacco 0.00
edible oil 0.26 0.29 0.11 0.35*
-0.04 -0.07wearing apparel 0.03 0.34
-0.17 -0.25*tailoring accessories 0.02 0.50
-0.05 -0.02 -0.35*0.53yarn and piece good
-0.02 -0.03stationery 0.04 0.06
-0.02 -0.03 -0.02toys 0.00




0.10 0.010.321 0.14canned goods
0.04eggs 0.02 0.130.07
-0.08 -0.09 0.060.05coffee
sugar and flour 0.19 0.09 0.000.331
-0.05-0.08fish ball 0.06 0.06
-0.00-0.03frozen meat 0.170.14
tea 0.14 0.08 0.080.25*
-0.10rice 0.07 0.100.20*
-0.060.36* 0.15 0.16*dried sea products
-0.07dried meat 0.29* 0.17*0.09
-0.07nut and dried beans 0.24* 0.08 0.06
sauce 0.260.24* 0.16 0.05
spices 0.140.070.160.19*
-0.04Chinese medic. herbs 0.090.32* 0.11
other raw materials 0.08 0.040.10 0.01
-0.06-0.07 0.00 0.02plastic goods
cutlery 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.08
-0.06 -0.18*-0.00 0.08paints
-0.00drugs 0.21* 0.02 0.09
-0.12*rattan 0.07 0.20* 0.03
-0.05 -0.11* -0.060.00jewellery
-0.07arts and antique 0.18 0.01 0.02





































-0.75* 0.27* 0.06 -0.32*
centre
distance from regional
-0.36* 0.46* -0.43* -0.24*
business district
distance from industrial
0.87* 0.23* 0.03 0.33*
district
0.43* -0.55* 0.39* -0.51*
rent
distance from cargo
-0.33* 0.08 -0.51* -0.21*
loading basin
-0.50-0.29* -0.14*distance fromhighway 0.41*
-0.55*-0.21*-0.13*size of parking space 0.68*
significant at 0.001 el of significance
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analysis. The first and second pairs of canonical. variates are
correlated rather strongly, rc1= 0.66, rc2= 0.61, the third and
fourth pairs were less so, rc3=0.46, rc4=0.36. These four pairs
of canonical variates are correlated significantly at 0.001
significance level. (Henceforth significant means significant at
0.001 level of significance) So they are accepted and used to
identify a typology of location. In the structure matrix of
canonical vari ates (Figure 5.3), 29 variables obtain high
coefficient and 16 variables obtain low coefficient at 0.001
significance level. in the criteria variables set. All of the
variables in the nredi ctnr variables set obtain high coefficient.
The variables which have low correlation coefficients hut
significant make it difficult to identify patterns among vari-
ables in the interpretation. If variables, which have low correla-
tion coefficient are not taken into account, then the pattern
of variables can he better identified. Since variables with low
correlation coefficients means low association, it is decided
that the variables which get low cnefficients, between ± 0.2 in
the criteria variables set and between ± 0.3 in the predictor
variables set, would not he considered in the interpretation.
Thus, they are subjectively chosen for the interpretation
purpose. In the following paraqraphs, a typology of location
derived from the four pairs of coefficient are detailed.
I. CITY CENTRE RELATED DISTRIBUTION
In the first pair of coefficients in the structure matrix,
18 variables in the criteria variables set are significantly
correlated with the common pattern. They are offices of merchant
wholesalers (0.66), wholesale shops selling edible oil (0.26),
canned goods (0.32), sugar and flour (0.33), tea (0.25), rice
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(0.20), dried sea products (0.36), dried meat (0.29), nuts and
dried beans (0.24), sauce (0.24), Chinese medicinal herbs (0.32),
drugs (0.21), dried vegetables (0.24), porcelain wares (0.20),
cosmetics (0.25), fodder (0.20), building materials (-0.20)
and hardwares (-0.21). In the predictor variables set, six
variables are significantly correlated with the common pattern.
They are distance from city centre (-0.75), distance from the
nearest regional business district (-0.36), distance from the
nearest industrial district (0.7R), rent (0.43), distance from
the nearest cargo loading basin/wharf (-0.33), and distance
from the nearest highway (0.41).
The wholesale establishments which obtain positive scores
in the criteria variables set are preserved food wholesaler shops,
offices of merchant wholesalers, cosmetics wholesale shops and
porcelain wares wholesale shops. The positive coefficients
indicate that the frequencies of occurrence of these wholesale
establishments increase simultaneously. The establishments which
obtain negative coefficients in the same set of variables are
construction wholesale shops. The frequencies of occurrence of
the two types of construction materials wholesale shops, whole-
sale shops selling building materials and hardwares increase
simultaneously too. In the predictor variables set, while
distance from city centre and regional business district increase
distance from industrial district and rent decrease. The
frequencies of occurrence of wholesale shops selling preserved
food, offices of merchant wholesalers, cosmetics wholesale shops
and porcelain wares wholesale shops increase toward city centre,
centre of regional business district, and to a lesser extent,
cargo loading basin/wharf. The frequency of occurrence of
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construction materials wholesale shops decreases toward city
centre and regional business district, but increases toward
industrial districts, entry of highway and districts where
rent. is cheap.
Since distances from city centre and regional business
districts are highly correlated with preserved food wholesale
shops, offices of merchant wholesalers, cosmetics wholesale
shops and porcelain wares wholesale shops, and since distances
from city centre and regional business district represent the
locational factors of accessibility, contact with internal
departments and external organizations and communication with
the rest of the world, the locations of these wholesale establish-
ments are influenced by these locational factors. On the other
hand, construction wholesale shops are highly correlated with
rent, distance from industrial districts and distance from
entry of highway. Distance from industrial. district and distance
from highway represent the locational factors of proximity to
factories, proximity to warehouses, customer access, and
convenience for loading. The location of construction materials
wholesale shops is influenced by these locational. factors.
In short, two types of location are designated by the
results of the first pair of coefficients. The first one is a
district which is situated near city centre and far from
industrial districts. The wholesale establishments in this
district are mainly offices of merchant wholesalers and whole-
sale shops selling preserved food. The second one is the
districts which are situated far from city centre but close to
industrial districts. The wholesale establishments in these
districts are mainly wholesale shops selling construction
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materials.
II. LOADING-UNLOADING RELATED DISTRIBUTION
In the second pair of coefficients, three variables are
significantly correlated with the common pattern in the criteria
variables set. They are warehouses (0.76), edible oil wholesale
shops (0.29) and offices of merchant wholesalers (-0.40). In
the predictor variables set, three variables are significantly
correlated with the common pattern. They are size of parking
space (0.65), distance from regional business district (0.46)
and rent (-0.55).
The number of warehouses tends to increase in areas with
large number of edible oil wholesale shops', but decreases
while the number of offices of merchant wholesalers increase.
On the other hand, while distance from regional business
district increases, rent decreases and size of parking space
increases. The frequencies of occurrence of warehouses and
edible oil wholesale shops increase toward district Where
parking space is large and rent is cheap. However, the number
of offices of merchants wholesalers increases toward regional
business districts and districts where rent is expensive and
parking space is limited.
Warehouses and edible oil wholesale shops are highly
correlated with size of parking space and rent. Size of parking
space represents the locational factor of convenience for
loading. So the locations of these two types of wholesale
establishments are influenced by rent and problems of loading
and unloading. On the other hand, offices of merchant whole-
salers are highly correlated with distance from city centre
and distance from regional business district. The locations of
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offices of merchant wholesalers are influenced by the locational
factors such as accessibility, contact with internal departments
and external organizations and communication with the rest of
the iiorld.
Thus, two types of location are identified from the results
of the second pair of coefficients. The first one is the
districts which are situated at regional business districts
where rent is high and parking space is limited. The wholesale
establishments in these districts are mainly offices of merchant
wholesalers.The other one is the districts where rent is cheap
and parking space is ample which are situated far from regional
business districts. The wholesale establishments in these
districts are mainly warehouses and wholesale shops selling
edible oil.
III. HIGHWAY AND CARGO LOADING BASIN RELATED DISTRIBUTION
In the third pair of coefficients, seven variables are
significantly correlated with the common pattern. They are
wholesale shops selling chemicals (0.32), tailoring accessories
(0.50), yarn and piece goods (0.53), rattan (0.20), wearing
apparel (0.34), warehouses (-0.25), and offices of broker
(-0.39). In the predictor variables set, four variables are
significantly correlated with the common pattern. They are
distance from regional business district (-0.43), distance
from cargo loading casin/wharf (-0.51), distance from entry of
highway. (-0.50) and rent (0.39).
The establishments which obtained positive coefficients
in the criteria variables set are wholesale shops selling
industrial-.raw materials and wearing apparels. The frequencies
of occurrence of these establishments increase simultaneously.
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Offices of broker and warehouses obtain negative coetticlenzs.
The frequency of occurrence of offices of broker increases
with warehouses'. On the other hand, while distances from
regional business district, cargo loading basin/wharf and entry
of highway decrease, rent increases. The frequencies of
occurrence of wholesale shops selling industrial raw materials
and wearing apparel increase toward the districts where
transportation and loading are convenient. The frequencies of
occurrence of warehouses and offices of brokers increase
toward districts where rent is cheap.
The wholesale shops selling industrial raw materials and
wearing apparel are highly correlated with distance from
regional business district, distance from entry of highway and
distance from cargo loading basin. Since distances from regional
business district, entry of highway and cargo loading basin
represent the locational factors of accessibility and convenience
for loading, the location of these wholesale establishments
is influenced by accessibility and problem of loading and unload-
ing.
To summarize, two types of location are noticed from
the third pair of coefficients. One of them is the district
which is situated near regional business district, cargo
loading basin and highway. The wholesale establishments in
this district are wholesale shops selling industrial raw-
materials. The other one is the districts which are situated
far from regional business districts, cargo loading basin/
wharf and highway. The wholesale establishments in these
districts are mainly offices of hrokers.
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IV. OLD CITY CENTRE RELATED DISTRIBUTION
In the fourth pair of coefficients, 11 variables are
significantly correlated with the common pattern. They are
offices of brokers (-0.22), warehouses (-0.29), wholesale shops
selling vegatables (0.21), fish (0.21), paper (0.22), hardwares
(0.30), sauces (0.26), edible oil. (0.35), waste collectors
(0.24), tailoring accessories (-0.25), and yarn and piece
goods (-0.35). In the predictor variables set, four variables
get high scores. They are rent (-0.51), size of parking space
(-0.55), distance from city centre (-0.32), and distance from
industrial district (0.33).
The establishments which obtain positive and negative
coefficients in the criteria variables set associate with each
other respectively. The frequencies of occurrence of the whole-
sale shops selling vegetables, fish, paper, edible oil, and
waste collectors increase toward industrial districts. On the
other hand, the frequencies of occurrence of offices of hrokers,
warehouses, wholesale shops selling tailoring accessories,
and yarn and piece goods increase toward old city centre. The
old city is situated near the C.B.D. hut it has not been
develnned since long ago. Rent is high and parking space is
ample there.
Wholesale shops selling vegetables, fish, paper, edible
oil, sauces are highly correlated with rent and size of parking
space. Since size of narking space represents a locational factor
convenience for loading, these wholesale shops require small
parking space. Their locations are influenced by rent only.
Warehouses, offices of brokers and wholesale shops-selling
tailoring accessories, and yarn and piece goods are highly
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correlated with size of parking space and distance from city
centre. Since size of parking space and distance from city
centre represent the locational factors of accessibility and
convenience for loading, their locations are influenced by
these locational factors.
To recapitulate, two other types of location are identified
from this pair of coefficients. One of them is the districts
which are situated near industrial districts where parking
space is limited and rent is cheap. The wholesale establishments
in these districts are mainly waste collectors and wholesale
shops selling fresh food. The other one is the districts which
are situated near city centre where rent is high and parking
space is ample. The wholesale establishments in these districts
are mainly wholesale shops selling tailoring accessories, yarn
and piece goods, and offices of brokers.
REMARK. Fifteen variables are found to he insignificant at
0.001 level of significance in the structure matrix. They are
wholesale shops selling tobacco, stationery, toys, confection-
eries and biscuits, coffee, fish balls, beef balls, plastic
goods, cutlery, fruit, rubber, cork, beads, cut-flowers, and
other industrial raw materials. The frequencies of occurrence
of these wholesale shops are low except fruit wholesale shops.
There are altogether 278 fruit wholesale shops in Hong Kong.
The location of these fruit wholesale shops cannot he explained
by current factors. From the interviews conducted, it was found
that more than half of the fruit wholesalers (81%) select
inertia as the factor which influence their choice of site. Thus
their location cannot be explained by numerical analysis. The
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other 14 types of wholesale shops are insignificant because of
the low frequencies of occurrence.
Examination of the results of canonical correlation
analysis together with the results of product moment correlation
is also necessary. All of the variables which are correlated
at the structure matrix are correlated at product moment
correlation too (Appendix U). However, in comparing the locational
factors derived from canonical correlation analysis with the
locational factors obtained from interviews, there are some
major differences. Figure 5.4 lists the locational factors
which are derived.from correlation analysis and the interviews.
The locational factors which cannot he measured by interval
scale are not analysed in canonical correlation analysis.
Obviously, these locational factors do not appear in the results
of canonical correlation analysis. Except that, the main
difference arises in the case of the wholesale shops selling
construction materials and waste collectors. From the findings
of the interviews, the main locational factor for construction
materials wholesale shops is customer access while that for
waste collectors is supplier access. But the correlation
coefficient between these two locational factors and these two
types of wholesale shops are not significant at 0.001 level of
significance. If waste collectors collect industrial wastes
from factories, access to supplier means proximity to industrial
districts. If they collect packing waste from retailers, they
should be near to the regional business districts or the C.B.D.
In. this research, waste collectors are not situated near
industrial districts nor regional business districts. So, access
to supplier may be due to the inaccurate response from the waste
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Figure 5.4 Table of locational factors derive from statistical analysis and from interviews
FACTORS DERIVED FROM 1FACTORS OBTAINED BY INTERVIEWSTYPES OF WHOLESALE
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
ESTABLISHMENTS
1.contact with internal department and1.proximity to city centreOFFICES OF
external organization2.high rentMERCHANT WHOLESALERS 2. communication with the rest of the world3.small parking space
3.tradition
OFFICES OF
1.proximity to highway to highway
2.proximity to cargo loading basin 5. supply of staffBROKERS
3.large parking space 6.cheap rent
4.high rent 7.proximity to factory/warehouse
1.low rentWAREHOUSES 1.governmant's restriction
2.large parking space
1.customer access1.proximity to industrial districtWHOLESALE SHOPS
2.cheap rent2.small parking spaceSELLING
3.personal preferenceCONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 3.low rent
1.agglomeration1. attraction of other wholesaleWHOLESALE SHOPS
2.attraction of other wholesale shops
shopsSELLING INDUSTRIAL
3.convenience for loading2.proximity to highwayRAW MATERIALS
4. cheap rent3.proximity to cargo loading basin
1.attraction of other wholesaleWHOLESALE SHOPS 1.agglomeration
2.attraction of other wholesale shops
shopsSELLING
3. customer access2.proximity to city centrePRESERVED FOOD
3.large parking space 4. cheap rent
1.government' s restriction1.cheap rentWHOLESALE SHOPS
2. agglomeration2.small parking spaceSELLING




collectors. The customers of wholesale shops selling construc-
tion materials are decorators and repair workers. But customer
access does not mean that they are situated near to the shops
of the repair workers or decorators. To he precise, they should
be situated near to the working places of repair workers or
decorators. All of the buildings in the city are working places
of repair workers. So, to them, the variable of customer access
cannot be measured by any figures and the locational factor of
customer access cannot be analysed by the statistical method.
The canonical correlation method is not a perfect method
for analysing the location of wholesale establishments. The
locational factors which cannot he measured by interval scale
cannot be analysed by this method. But these non-numerical
locational factors are important in some ways as they can
account for the location of wholesale establishments, for
example, the distribution of fruit wholesale shops. Furthermore,
the variables which ohtain low correlation coefficients but
significant in structure matrix may imply actual_ associations
between variables, however, such low coefficients may be created
because of errors in the data. These low coefficients make it
difficult to identify a more clear-cut typology of wholesale
location. In this research, the coefficients between± 0.2 in
the criteria variables set and between± n.3 in the predictor
variables set were subjectively deleted in the interpretation.
Such a subjective deletion creates some deficiencies in this
research. Nevertheless, canonical correlation analysis appears
to be a plausible method in studying the relationship between




In analysing the locational pattern of wholesale establish.
ments in Hong Kong, many problems were encountered. Classifying
wholesale establishments from the point of view of location was
a main problem. To determine the factors which influence their
choice of site, the criteria and the methods used to identify
locational patterns of wholesale establishments were also
difficult tasks. This paper attempts to shed some light on the
above problems.
Wholesale establishments were classified accnrding to
the title of possession and the place where goods are stored.
Based on these criteria, the wholesale establishments were
classified into wholesale offices, wholesale shops, and ware-
houses. In this research, wholesale shops were further divided
into 57 suh-types accordinq to the 'kind of commodity they sell.
Most of them are single commodity shops. The locations of
warehouses are confined to wharves and industrial districts.
Most of the wholesale offices are situated in the C.B.D. and
regional business districts. Wholesale shops, on the other
hand, form clusters within the built-up areas.
The locations of different types of wholesale establish-
ments appear to be influenced by different locationnl factors.
Wholesale offices are attracted to sitesin the C.B.D. because
it is easier to have contact with internal departments and
external organizations and to communicate with the rest of the
world. The important locational factors of wholesale shops
include agglomeration and attraction of other wholesale shops
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which sell the same or different kinds of commodity, accessi-
bility to customers or suppliers, cheap rent, and convenience
for loading. The important locational factors of warehouses are
government's restriction, rent, and problems of loading and
unloading. To some individual wholesale establishments, factors
such as personal preference and kinship relations were considered
more important. The locational factors which can be measured by
interval scale were used as criteria to identify locational
patterns.
Seven locational factors were employed to identify
locational patterns in this research. They are ： distance from
city centre, distance from the centre of the nearest regional
business district, distance from the nearest cargo loading
basin/wharf, distance from the entry of the nearest highway,
rent and size of parking space. A typology consists of four
major dimensions, city centre related distribution. loading-
unloading related distribution, highway and cargo loading
basin related distribution, and old city centre related distri-
bution, was identified.
VI.2 Suggestions for Further Research
The results of this research provide the town planners
with some problems. Examination of the distribution of whole-
sale establishments in Hong Kong reveals that transportation
and loading problems will get worse in two districts, the West-
ern District and the Sham Shui Po District. The agglomeration
effect attracts more and more wholesale shops to a small region
It can be expected that, in the near future, the dried sea
products wholesale market, jade wholesale market and other
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wholesale markets will become more crowded. The town planners
of Hong Kong will encounter problems such as how to satisfy
the locati.onal requirements of wholesalers and how to improve
the exchange and living conditions in these wholesaling districts.
On the other'hand, the fruit wholesale market in the Kowloon
Peninsula (key block number J1, J2, J1ll) is a traditional
wholesale market occupying a piece of valuable land. All the
locational factors which influence the site of this fruit whole-
sale market have disappeared now. It is therefore suggested that
it should be moved to the fringe of the city.
This research uses canonical correlation analysis to find
out the typology of location. As mentioned in the last chapter,
the typology derived from canonical correlation analysis is not
a perfect one. There may he other methods which provide better
results than canonical correlation analysis. Indeed, factor
analysis and spatial autocorrelation were tried before canonical
correlation analysis was used, but the locational patterns
derived from these two methods were not clear enough. Canonical
correlation analysis is a plausible method in analysing the
locational pattern of wholesale establishments. However, in
order to find out the best way to analyse locat:i onal pattern of
wholesale establishments, other statistical methods are required
to be tried. On the other hand, This research analyses the
locational factors and locational pattern of wholesale establish-
ments in Hong Kong only. It discusses the distribution of whole-
sale establishments in Hong Kong in specific instances. The
location of wholesale establishments in other cities and at other
times'are topics that might be followed up. The location and
functions of wholesale hawkers in Hong Kong are problems which
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require a good deal of research. All in all, while this project
claims no credit in doing pioneering work in the locational
pattern of wholesale establishments in Hong Kong, it is never-
theless hoped that researchers will continue the exploration.
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APPENDIX I CLASSIFICATION OF WHOLESALE ESTABLISHM- I5
1.Wholesale shops selling building materialsi) Wholesale shops selling construction
I WHOLESALE SHOPS
2.wholesale shops selling hardwares
materials
3.wholesale shops of waste collectorii) Waste collector
4,wholesale shops selling chemicalsiii) Wholesale shops selling industrial
5.wholesale shops selling yarn and piece goods
raw materials
6.wholesale shops selling tailoring accessories
7.wholesale shops selling cork
8.wholesale shops selling rubber
9.wholesale shops selling rattan
10.who1esa1e shops selling paper
11.wholesale shops selling beads
12.wholesale shops selling optical glass
13.wholesale shops selling other raw materials
14.wholesale shops selling vegetables
iv)Wholesale shops selling tresn rood 15.wholesale shops selling fish
16.wholesale shops selling eggs
17.wholesale shops selling fruit
16.wholesale shops selling poultry
19.wholesale shops selling fish balls
20.wholesale shops selling beef balls
21.wholesale shops selling rice
v) Wholesale shops selling preserved 22.wholesale shops selling sugar and flour
food 23.wholesale shops selling preserved vegetables
24.wholesale shops selling dried sea products
25.wholesale shops selling nuts dried beans
26.wholesale shops selling dried meat
27.wholesale shops selling canned goods
28.wholesale shops selling frozen meat
29.wholesale shops selling fodder
30.wholesale shops selling tea
31.wholesale shops selling coffee
32.wholesale shops selling salt
33.wholesale shops selling sauces
34.wholesale shops selling spices




36.wholesale shops selling confectioneries &
biscuits
37.wholesale shops selling Chinses medic. herbs
38.wholesale shops selling groceries
39.wholesale shops selling tobacco
vi)Wholesale shops selling luxury
40. wholesale shops selling wine
goods 4l.wholesale shops selling jewellery
42.wholesale shops selling cosmetics
43.wholesale shops selling arts and antique
44.wholesale shops selling wearing apparel
vii)Wholesale shops selling other
45.wholesale shops selling plastic goods
manufacturing products
146.wholesa1e shops selling stationery
147.wholesale shops selling toys
48.wholesale shops selling cutlery
49.wholesale shops selling paint
50.wholesale shops selling porcelain wares
51.wholesale shops selling religious articles
52.wholesale shops selling fertilizer
53.wholesale shops selling fishing tackle
54.wholesale shops selling sports equipments
55.wholesale shops selling drugs
56.wholesale shops selling miscelle-pious
157.wholessle shops selling cut-flowersviii)Wholesale shops selling cut-
flowers
i) Offices of merchant wholesalersII WHOLESALE
ii)Offices of brokersOFFICES
III WAREHOUSES

































LOCATIONAL ANALYSIS OF WHOLESALE ESTABLISHMENTS
公 司 应 称
NAME OF COMPANY





請 在 下 的 問 題 中 提 出 適 當 的 答 案
Please tick the answers from the following questions.
貴 公 司 應 何 種 批 □ 商 ？




貴 公 司 顧 客 分 布 何 地
2. Where do your customers come from
Hong Kong Islandlocal district
□ 龍 半 島 港 九




貴 公 司 在 現 址 經 營 批 發 業 務
3. How lonq have you be engaged in wholesaling activity at the
present site?
11- 20 years0- 10 years
31- 41 years21- 30 years







4. Why did you choose the present site
( 3 ticks expected, list them in order of priority)
customer access
supplier access
agglomeration of the wholesale shops which sell the
same kind of commodity











你 為 何 選 擇 現 地 址 營 商 ( 請 選 三 項 依 次 排 列 )
接 近 顏 容
接 近 供 應 商
同 行 相 聚
不 同 行 業 的 吸 引
個 人 喜 愛
隨 意 選 擇
臨 時 位 置
上 落 貨 方 便
政 府 的 限 制
歷 史 因 素
其 他
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